
14.71% 10
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Q1 Which months do you visit Tioweró:ton?
Check all that apply

Answered: 68 Skipped: 0
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I do not visit
Tioweró:ton...

I do not visit
Tioweró:ton ...
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42.65% 29

41.18% 28

55.88% 38

67.65% 46

61.76% 42

48.53% 33

20.59% 14

17.65% 12

26.47% 18

4.41% 3

Total Respondents: 68  

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

I do not visit Tioweró:ton often

I do not visit Tioweró:ton at all
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45.59% 31

5.88% 4

11.76% 8

36.76% 25

Q2 Do you have a cabin in Tioweró:ton?
Answered: 68 Skipped: 0

Total 68

Yes

No, but plan
to build wit...

No, but plan
to build wit...

No, and I do
not intend t...
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No, but plan to build within 2 years

No, but plan to build within 5 years

No, and I do not intend to build within 5 years
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76.12% 51

1.49% 1

2.99% 2

19.40% 13

Q3 Where do you stay when you visit
Tioweró:ton?

Answered: 67 Skipped: 1

Total 67

A cabin in
Tioweró:ton

Tioweró:ton
campsite

Nearby
accommodatio...

I never spend
the night
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Answer Choices Responses

A cabin in Tioweró:ton

Tioweró:ton campsite

Nearby accommodation (motel / hotel / other)

I never spend the night
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96.92% 63

80.00% 52

47.69% 31

64.62% 42

44.62% 29

12.31% 8

Q4 What types of activities do you
participate in when visiting Tioweró:ton?

Check all that apply
Answered: 65 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 65  

Relax

Hike / Swim /
Fun / Exercise

Hunt / Fish /
Trap

Gather Berries
/ Gather...

Ride ATV /
Snowmobile

Ski / Snowshoe
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Answer Choices Responses

Relax

Hike / Swim / Fun / Exercise

Hunt / Fish / Trap

Gather Berries / Gather Medicines

Ride ATV / Snowmobile

Ski / Snowshoe
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Q5 Do you think the population of animals
in Tioweró:ton is changing?

Answered: 60 Skipped: 8

The population has...

1.69%
1

6.78%
4

54.24%
32

37.29%
22

 
59

0.00%
0

13.33%
8

45.00%
27

41.67%
25

 
60

3.39%
2

22.03%
13

22.03%
13

52.54%
31

 
59

16.67%
9

22.22%
12

9.26%
5

51.85%
28

 
54

# Which animals / fish do you see more/less of? (Ex: Moose, beaver, eagles, etc) Date

1 I think the numbers are low, but as long as i can remember they were always low. In the past two years it seems like
the moose activity has decreased. When hiking iduring off season, I noticed less trails/track activity and rubs.

10/17/2016 10:27 AM

2 ? 10/14/2016 10:55 AM

3 Moose eagles 10/11/2016 2:58 PM

4 Do not know. 10/11/2016 11:59 AM

5 less deer,moose,spruce grouse,marten,large trout esp lake gagnon,lake john and in the main stream. more
beavers,sharpe shinned hawks ,more wild turkey,more perch, bullhead,

10/6/2016 8:30 PM

6 There seem to always be lots of deer around my cabin 10/4/2016 1:36 PM

The population has...

Increased Stayed the same Decreased I don't know

Game animals

Fish

Birds

Other animals
(snakes, bug...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 Increased Stayed the same Decreased I don't know Total

Game animals

Fish

Birds

Other animals (snakes, bugs, etc)
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7 moose 10/3/2016 12:35 PM

8 We usually fish, so I guess fish but no t sure if more or less 10/2/2016 2:43 PM

9 Snakes 9/29/2016 9:54 AM

10 less moose and deer and trout ( theres are reasons why less moose and deers are being seen cause some people
dont no how to stop hunting after they caught one, i wont mention any names)

9/29/2016 7:54 AM

11 No comment 9/28/2016 2:15 PM

12 There was a time when we heard wolves & whippoor wills, more trout even in the creek 9/28/2016 12:47 PM

13 Bluejays, woodpeckers, crows, and other birds, squirrels and chipmunks, occasional fox, occasional snake, small trout
(6 inches), minnows,

9/28/2016 11:28 AM

14 do not hunt 9/28/2016 10:18 AM

15 moose /trout 9/28/2016 9:22 AM

16 Less moose, more deer. 9/28/2016 9:00 AM

17 trout 9/28/2016 8:44 AM

18 moose 9/28/2016 7:59 AM

19 trout, beaver, muskrat, rabbit partridge 9/27/2016 10:42 PM

20 Less brook trout. Less beavers. Less songbirds. 9/27/2016 7:49 PM

21 less moose and trout! 9/27/2016 5:40 PM

22 There is less of everything!!!!! 9/27/2016 3:32 PM

23 Never seen an eagle or beaver, moose and deer are scarce. And fishing has not been plentiful for a number of years 9/27/2016 3:01 PM

24 Moose 9/27/2016 2:45 PM

25 less moose and fish 9/27/2016 2:29 PM

26 The black flies, mosquitos seemed to have increased or my tolerance for them has decreased. 9/27/2016 2:27 PM
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36.36% 24

63.64% 42

Q6 Would you be willing to participate in a
monitoring program concerning hunted

species / fish and medicines?
Answered: 66 Skipped: 2

Total 66

Yes

No
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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0.00% 0

18.18% 12

15.15% 10

66.67% 44

Q7 Do you think the amount of medicine in
Tioweró:ton is changing?

Answered: 66 Skipped: 2

Total 66

# Which medicines do you see more / less of? Date

1 all depends on where you go, as long as the ATV's stay out of marshy areas and stop breaking trails and stay out of
the water then the medicines should be safe

9/29/2016 7:54 AM

2 I am not very sure of medicines. But it could be an area to begin a program to protect it as maybe people do not know
the medicines.

9/28/2016 12:47 PM

3 chaga 9/28/2016 9:22 AM

4 Turtle socks. Cabins building in medicine gathering areas 9/28/2016 9:00 AM

5 Haven't seen turtle socks X 10 or more years. Other medicine can usually be found when needed, but with more effort 9/27/2016 3:01 PM

There seem to
be more...

There seem to
be less...

There seems to
be the same...

I don't know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

There seem to be more medicines to pick

There seem to be less medicines to pick

There seems to be the same amount of medicines as before

I don't know
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75.38% 49

87.69% 57

83.08% 54

81.54% 53

13.85% 9

Q8 Which areas, if any, in Tioweró:ton
should be permanently protected &

prohibited from development?Check all that
apply

Answered: 65 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 65  

# Other (please specify) Date

1 Fresh water springs (I only know of 1), also to pay special attention to outside development that could impact
Tioweroton like mt kaiikop or ste-lucie dump

10/17/2016 10:27 AM

2 Too late around the falls from what I've seen :( 10/14/2016 10:55 AM

3 winter yards for deer and moose need to be off limits to snowmobiles ,during the winter they are carrying next years
calves /fawns and must not be disturbed esp late winter. hunting /breeding areas contrary to common opinion need to
be developed through forestry or controled burning ,imitating the natural fire cycle while having economic gains. the
largest moose harvests occured 5-15years after the last forestry harvests by Maurice Beauvais in the 1970's.the same
thing is happening in the lake Vaillontcourt off reserve area-most recent harvesting is in this clear cut sector.Forestry
is good for moose and deer when praciced with habitat management given priority

10/6/2016 8:30 PM

4 the long road going towards the other end and slo the fire road....leave it alone!!! 9/29/2016 7:54 AM

5 I know that there are a number of hunters with a sense of entitlement however there is limited land and it is only
common sense if therer is no policies and restrictions it will not last to fish or hunt.

9/28/2016 12:47 PM

6 Development areas should be contained to area currently being used to lessen impact on the environment/territory. 9/28/2016 9:00 AM

Hunting Areas

Lakes, creeks
and wetlands

Environmentally
sensitive areas

Medicine
picking areas

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Hunting Areas

Lakes, creeks and wetlands

Environmentally sensitive areas

Medicine picking areas

Other (please specify)
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7 All it is supposed to be for hunting, fishing and medicine 9/27/2016 10:42 PM

8 Most if not all of Tioweroton is environmentally sensitive, more research should be done to "rank" areas for importance
and determine what to protect, and how much

9/27/2016 3:57 PM

9 All should be protected. 9/27/2016 3:32 PM
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91.18% 62

8.82% 6

0.00% 0

Q9 Which community are you from?
Answered: 68 Skipped: 0

Total 68

Kahnawà:ke

Kanehsatà:ke

Neither
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Answer Choices Responses

Kahnawà:ke

Kanehsatà:ke

Neither
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Q10 Please indicate your vision for the
future of Tiower ó:ton. Please include

suggested improvements, concerns about
the present and future of Tiower ó:ton, etc...

Answered: 49 Skipped: 19

# Responses Date

1 I would like to see a long term harvesting plan for the territory. One that takes into consideration the protection of
certain habitats like the lakes, medicine areas, springs and hunting areas, but also positively impacts those areas as
well. For example. Harvesting wood. Areas to be identified for selective cutting to help thin out the bush, especially
around the lakes. Selective could be only a amount of trees per square metre so there are still trees everywhere you
go, but more room for moose and deer to roam through. HOWEVER, we need to have a strict protocol for bikes. If the
bush is thinned, the bikes will then go through those areas so with the select cutting, possibly some trail rehabilitation
work could be done to allow for those atv entusiasts to still feel like they could ride. I think a map of areas that have
identified medicines, fruit and nuts could also be made accessible and allow for the protection of those areas. I think it
would encourage more people to go out as well. I think having a long term management plan in place will allow the
territory to regenerate itself in terms of the fish, wild game and bird populations. Minimal impact that allows for
regrowth. Some of the economic impacts of this would be the sale of dry timber for people to purchase.

10/17/2016 10:27 AM

2 Can barely afford to pay for the house I live in now. Never mind building a cabin way up there. That must be for the
rich. Not us working folk in this community.

10/14/2016 10:55 AM

3 I rarely go there any more because I can't stand the number of four-wheelers, the noise they make, the destruction
they cause in the forests, and how young the kids are that drive them (and often unchaperoned). Tiowero:ton used to
be a quiet and peaceful place to take a walk from our cabin to the falls. Now it is full of dust, noise, and has lost its
beauty. It also used to be less crowded and now seems so busy on weekends. Maybe and option would be to create
designated paths for four-wheels, which could keep them off the main roads.

10/13/2016 11:00 AM

4 there needs to be a sustainability plan developed. It is a place where we can teach about environmental stewardship. 10/13/2016 10:55 AM

5 I hope Tioweroton will be protected from development and cabin areas limited. Knowledge of hunting, fishing and
medicine gathering areas should be shared within the community only so that traditional practices are continued and
important places are safeguarded from over-exploitation. The Tioweroton policy should be strengthened and enforced.

10/13/2016 6:00 AM

6 Develope the natural resources in a way that increases habitat diversity through sound forest management. Mosaic
cutting to create feeding grounds and generating income for tioweroton. Developing a organic /first nation maple syrup
operation that will eliminate the $245,000 annual deficit. A large operation will produce profit,jobs and even
tourism/educational oppurtunities for both Kahnawake and Kanesatake. The recommendations made in the 1990's fish
survey, for managing the trout population in the higher elevation lakes, has not been followed, it needs to be updated
and put into practice.The lower river valley ,where the majority of the cabins are situated,is now becoming a
mature/over mature coniferous forest. A couple of million dollars worth of cabins are sitting in spruce/balsam fir stands
that are providing fuel for a future fire. The recent windstorm added greatly to the build up of fine fuels in the cabin
area-next May should be high risk for forest fire.Logging in the valley will reduce fuel build up,select cutting would
work for cabin area,mosaic patch cuts in the upper valley.There is also potential to manage the landscape to promote
blueberry/raspberry growth ,with fireand/or timber harvesting. So much more to say but until there is political will to
proceed, not much will change.........

10/6/2016 8:30 PM

7 I started to go there as young child with my parents, as children we played on the mountains -would walk back and
forth from the falls to the caretaker's house. it would be great if there was a specific area for ATV's. so people could
walk with their children without being dusted out. Cabin owns should be held to accountability.

10/5/2016 12:11 PM

8 keep it natural. 10/4/2016 10:40 PM

9 I think a process should be established to limit the total number of cabins granted in a year. The rate of cabin
construction over the years is increasing and will soon run out of build-able areas. I would like to see Tioweroton
community events happen to help build the relationship between our communities. Something like a community pik
nik, etc.

10/4/2016 1:36 PM
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10 It should be basically free from electricity, exhaust, light pollution, noise pollution. It's meant to be a place to get away
from home, not build an enormous mansion with all the comforts of a modern home. If that's what you want, stay
home. This is supposed to be roughing it. I also think there should be a HUGE effort to cut down on drug cultivation,
use, alcohol abuse, and people racing up and down at all hours. It is not the wild west, if you can't behave
respectfully, you don't deserve to be here.

10/3/2016 1:55 PM

11 More respect for land and cabin owners Remain as natural as possible Respect environment - no further dredging of
creek to make into beaches Better maintenance of roads Forest management - getting very thick, fear of forest fire

10/3/2016 12:35 PM

12 I think it should remain as it was years ago family sized cabins, solar powered or candlelight as it should have very
little impact on environment after all it is a place to go to enjoy nature not listen to generators and 4 wheelers racing up
and down the roads, they should only be used for trails not on the roads

10/2/2016 2:43 PM

13 It would be nice to see regulations put in with respect to the use of generators. On busy weekends, generators cause
noise polution, which in turn ruins the entire Tiowero:ton experience. Perhaps only certain sized generators, can be
allowed and/or allow generator use for only 1 hour, during the evening? If it's absolutely necessary that they have
power, there are solar options available that cause no polution.

10/2/2016 1:37 PM

14 I would like to see a convenience store and small restraint for breakfast. I think it could generate a job for community
members, as well as bring a profit over time to put back into the community for much needed repairs like the road and
bridges

9/29/2016 9:54 AM

15 I would like to see fewer kids on ATVs. 9/29/2016 9:53 AM

16 I have a lot to say but I am going to keep it simple...something needs to be done with all these little kids riding ATV's
bigger then them, caretakers should be able to seize ATV's and hand over the ticket to the pk's here in town, also
hunting is a big issue, there are people (not mentioning names) who catch well more than 1 moose per family and
they get away wioth it every year, no wonder why all the moose are disappearing, they do not respect the policy and
do whatever they want, this has been an issue for a long time and its sickening, also what I don't like is how people
look at Tioweroton as a "party place" it makes me sick seeing all these people go there just to get drunk and cause
trouble, i understand nothing can really be done about that but im just expressing my opinion cause when i go there,
its not to party, i enjoy the nature, teache my son my knowledge of the land and wildlife, we go fishing and hunting and
enjoy ourselves..,.there is much more to do then ride ATV's and party...the ones who are going to suffer are our future
generation and there will be nothing left because of peoples stupidity!!!

9/29/2016 7:54 AM

17 Hope to have more people respect the land not having Chalets but rather cabins. It is unacceptable for the amount of
new constructions. Respecting the rules and regulations of the youth and adults drinking and being lawless.

9/28/2016 2:45 PM

18 Hunting should only be during hunting season. One family, who think they are better than everyone else (yet their
father is non native) and think they are above the law, have hunted out of season. ATVs have ruined St. Lucie. It was
so peaceful during the 70s and 80s, now it is just speeding ATVs and dust. You tell the kids to slow down and they
talk back to you. Where are the parents? Getting drunk or stoned? What will it take to stop this? Someone will have to
be killed or injured before any steps are taken to stop this problem? The caretaker should take away the ATV to
anyone under 21 and the parents should be issued a ticket. If the parents are speeding while driving a car, they would
get a ticket. The same should go for their rotten bratty kids speeding on an ATV.

9/28/2016 2:15 PM

19 More trail visibility. Campground development. Less ATVs 9/28/2016 1:34 PM

20 Protecting land and animals in a more common sense way so that it is all there for the future. Real summer camps for
all children and teens to do cultural, language training and nature & medicine walks canoeing which is more healthy
for all the mind, body & spirit. This is more healthy for them then buying ATVs and sending them off unsupervised and
to get fat. There needs to be real policies not just a pirate code/ guidelines. It is only common sense that if there are
none it will not last in a pristine natural way. The amount of recreational vehicles that are allowed there is out of
control. ( main reason I go less than I used to because of the disrespect with noise and dust) We cannot continue in
the same direction as it will not protect or respect the animals and the land. We need to change the idea that
Tiowero:ton is not for out doing each others cabin, or killing an animal just because we can, or least of all a party
place. That is not why the previous generations fought to keep it for us.

9/28/2016 12:47 PM
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21 Open a small variety business at the front entrance to keep the money in the territory and generate revenue for the
territory. Change policy to reflect this. Enforce policy by giving caretakers powers to fine for speeding, kids riding
without parents, people riding in creeks, people taking more space for their cabins than what is in policy, keeping
generators on all night, etc. Police would do what they have to do to those who don't pay their fines. DO NOT EVER
PAVE!! EVER!! Hold seasonal activities, recruit people to run them. Post on the board outside the main caretaker
residence. The caretaker reported there were activities that were held this summer, but I did not hear about it to be
able to participate. Hold educational sessions, field trips on weekends when there are lots of people there like in July,
August and September. The meeting held on Saturday, September 24th was very interesting and very informative.
Hold field trips to educate on the varieties of trees, medicines, animals, fish on the territory. Go on medicine walks,
hiking the trails and pointing out the various plants, birds and animals seen. Hold workshops on how to preserve the
foods hunted and gathered there. Workshops on survival techniques, how to use a compass, how to read the maps,
what to do if ____??, safety, etc. Get the kids involved and educated. Use culturally relevant information. Hold mini
socials. Use our language on signs. Have a Respect campaign!! Without respect, the territory will continue to erode
and we might just as well have another municipality and stay home because why go somewhere to find peace, or
practice our traditional way of life because lack of respect destroys it? The territory will not be the pristine and
beautiful place it once was because lack of respect today and the continuation of it tomorrow that prevents its
preservation and intended use. Niá:wen tánon tho.

9/28/2016 11:28 AM

22 If nothing else is done, there should be a age restriction for children using the ATV. This is a serious accident waiting
to happen. There are small children trying to handle a large ATV. They may also have other children with them.
Unfortunately, rules must be put in place. Where are the parents.

9/28/2016 10:18 AM

23 Less ATV activity from the bridge to the falls. It is currently detrimental to the environment and the individuals who go
there for peace and tranquility. On the ATV are warning labels advising owners of age limits . I guess it does not apply
in Tiowero:ton because I have observed very young children operating ATV that are beyond their ability to control.

9/28/2016 9:22 AM

24 I would like to see Tiowero:ton like it once was. ATV's should not be driven up and down the roads, disturbing
everyone, not to mention creating so much dust. Certain areas for this activity should be created as it's doubtful that
people will stop their endless ATV riding. I would not like to see development in areas other than where cabins
currently are. I do not want to see Tiowero:ton turn into another version of Kahnawake. Our future generations have
just as much a right to enjoy a true wilderness as we have. Medicine gathering areas must be protected as well as the
shorelines so as to prevent the consequences that occur when shorelines are altered.

9/28/2016 9:00 AM

25 Too much development overall. Future examples being possible cell phone towers, paving of roads, building of
permanent cottages/homes/buildings with foundations, etc.

9/28/2016 8:45 AM

26 Showers, washer & dryer at the front for personal use would alleviate the need for people using soaps in the streams. 9/28/2016 8:44 AM

27 I would like to see it maintain being a quiet and relaxed escape. The introduction of ATV, generators and other modern
technology has taken away from the escaping of the fast pace of Kahnawake. I believe that modern technology is
helpful in some areas such as tracking a lost person, or other safety concerns. If we are going to claim traditional and
going back to our ways, we have an opportunity to maintain that lifestyle in Tiowero:ton and keep the quiet. There is
the potential to run survival programs there, hunting training programs etc. I wish you luck.

9/28/2016 8:24 AM

28 casino 9/28/2016 7:59 AM

29 Tiowero:ton should be preserved as much as possible in its present state. Building permits should be heavily
scrutinized so that over-development does not occur. Infrastructure (roads, electricity, water) should also be kept at a
minimum. Most people go there to get away from the city, to hunt and fish, and to pick medicine.

9/28/2016 7:51 AM

30 limit the use of ATV's, too many of them flying up and down the roads, creating loud noises and large amounts of dust.
Otherwise still a beautiful place!

9/28/2016 7:49 AM

31 I would like to see one of the closer lakes used primarily for (day) family swimming. A section of the lake could be used
for a beach etc?

9/28/2016 7:09 AM

32 I just want it to be safe for my kids when we visit. 9/28/2016 1:38 AM

33 Policies that are expected to be respected should actually be written in the policy and made aware to the community
before its implementation. Not all people who are on the registry should be allowed to build, if they are denied
allotment within the community then the same rule should be in affect for tiowero ton. Land allotments may need to
become closer in distance because of shortages in spaces to build. Allotments and cabins should be taken back from
those who do not use it within a certain amount of time and be put up for sale for other members to have a chance of
owning a cabin that they can use, again due to limited space availability.

9/27/2016 11:05 PM

34 Stop building houses/cabins. Limit ATV 's, four wheelers, and skidoos to protect the lakes, forests, flora and fauna.
Stop the illegal tree cutting and development.

9/27/2016 10:42 PM

35 I really like tioweroton as is. I don't think it should change all that much. It would be nice if there was a another area or
two like the little rapids.

9/27/2016 8:41 PM
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36 Cut back on frivolous "cabins" that are like houses or mansions. If a cabin isn't going to be used, it shouldn't be built in
the first place. No chains across driveways. People need to stop behaving like the LAND is their private property.
Enforce conservation laws. If people break the rules repeatedly they should be banned. Ensure the environment isn't
spoiled by selfish people.

9/27/2016 7:49 PM

37 we need more roads.the boundry line needs to be cut again.limit amount of trout taken.logging,maple syrup. 9/27/2016 5:40 PM

38 I can see a limit to the area where cabins can be built, the land is limited. If we want to keep hunting areas, we have
to look at forest management. Community members have to be held accountable for willingly damaging shorelines,
clearing areas that are too large and disrespecting the land in general. Laws need to be created. I believe 95% of all
who frequent the Territory are law abiding and concerned with protection, the other 5% don't give a crap. Its those 5%
we have to spend our time on. I want there to be a Tioweroton to visit when I have grandchildren and great
grandchildren.

9/27/2016 3:57 PM

39 I wish it would be quieter, with little or no ATV activity. Also, I wish people would not build 'mansions.' No noisy
generators.

9/27/2016 3:54 PM

40 Should be home away from home. Not just like home, more down to earth. Make cabins, not mansions, walk or bike,
no all terrain vehicles. Only if going deep in the woods. Make a fire, go and cut wood, don't use oil or propane. Use
what the creator gave us. And maintain a healthy lifestyle. Don't go there and hide to drink or do drugs.

9/27/2016 3:32 PM

41 I used to visit frequently, my parents have a cabin, but stopped going do to the rise in razor and ATV activity. To me it
just seem like a party place now.

9/27/2016 3:18 PM

42 I'd like to see that all ATV, side by side and/or other riding vehicles be restricted of driving so fast on the main roads.
I'm also not crazy about the drinking and driving that occurs up north. I love to take my children up there and I really
don't feel safe when I'm on the roads. I also don't agree with persons going through other peoples yards to create
roads in order to get to their cabins. Tioweró:ton is very vast and we cannot have other people building on top of each
other. Yes people do socialize but you also need your privacy in order to be relaxed.

9/27/2016 3:03 PM

43 There should be more walking / hiking trails where motorized vehicles are not allowed. Limit hunting times and or
number of kills per season. Look into restocking the lakes.

9/27/2016 3:01 PM

44 These small surveys should not be used for decision making as they do not engage the community as a whole. It is a
consensus that should make the decision on matters of restriction or development, not a small committee.

9/27/2016 3:01 PM

45 It should remain a natural environment. 9/27/2016 2:55 PM

46 Casino Resort ......#1 We can't get it here lets build it there!! I only have one concern we have to do something about
the dust.

9/27/2016 2:45 PM

47 Too many cabins, too many crazy people on 4 wheelers, too much intrusion on the wild animals and serenity of the
place. There is a reason we are seeing less animals and that reason is us. Too many full homes up there with
generators and satellite tv. It has lost its meaning.

9/27/2016 2:38 PM

48 There should be a firm ban on hunting before season opens and one moose per family! It's become a trophy sport
there. The woods could be thinned to permit and encourage the animals to come back in. And no more huge "estates"
to be built. It's not Tremblant, it's a hunting/camping refuge not an upscale resort area.

9/27/2016 2:29 PM

49 I envision Tiowero:ton to be a place of tranquility, of calm, to become one with Mother Earth again. Where
Tiowerotonro:ron can frequent to get back to our roots and ways. Where Kahnawake and Kanesatake can come
together as one community, as brothers and sister. That's my vision. If only it could be that way.

9/27/2016 2:27 PM
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